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-, ,.,/Speech by the Rt. Hon. J. Bnoch Powell, 71-, -the
nnual General Ijieetind
of the Hourne T ; lst AsSn rAJA/
Oranze Hall, Hewcast
er, (1976
•
8 pm, Friday, 10th Dec::•.--'
:
I spent the earlier part of today, as I spent
engaed

_st -friday,

oommons on the Fisher, Limits Bill, the
in the House of n

legislation under which cur national fishery zone will be extended
from 12 miles from the coast to Pither 200 miles from the coast or
half way to thP opposite shore, where that is the shorter distances
mention this not only because fishing is the typical and staple
industry cf Bfourne,which it is my pride as well as my duty to do
all in my power to support and protect,

I mention it also because

the loss which has already been inflicted on the fishing industry
of the United Hing(Romand the further losses and humiliations which
it still faces are just one small but si,znificantpart od the consecluencesof Dritain's membershi• of the huropean Economic Commui
that disPstrous aberration into which the Heath Conservative Government led this country four years ago and which will remain a curse
and

a blight until Britain exercises her undoubted right, offic Thly

asserted upon the highcoo authority„ to undo what was then done.
ehos

is a subject on which the Ulster Unionist Party has never

wavered since it was rc-born at theend

of 1975 by throwing off the

shackles of subservience to those who destro:Tedour Panliament and
Government and tho-,7
proc,,edodto clomp upon this province compulsorT
tions
sharin7 of power 'oithFepuflicans and compulsory sharing of institu7/
with the Republic.
7/-eptfaith

That small band of Ulster lif7s
who in those days

with the Union =-ndtheir olectoTs were among the staunch-

ost opponents of thE,Common 11,-rketfI firqt cPme to know them wPll
because we voted and spoke and worked tojother to kPep Ulster in
the United Bfingdomand to keep the United Kingdom out of the
1uropean Community.

It is a proud r:lemory
for all of us, which re

shall never forget;

and r7-en:
wo were returned to this present

_2

^

parliament, our manifesto made it plain that we were Tiledgedto conrese:oblingthe
tinue to oppose British membershi-oin a-riythrppresent form.
In pursuance of that plede

we have maintained a vL7ilant

watch and ward over the Coramon liarket,senc=achmets

- they come

al,-)npalrnostweek.lynow - into the laws and policies of the United
Hindom.

Small - unjustly and tragically small - though our

numbers are, there are few debates upon any asrect of Britain ard
the E.U.C. which g.oby without at least one of our number bein
T)resele_t
and voting, and usually s-oeakingtoo.

7hen in April 1275

the Government,against the majority in its own ranks,put to Farliamei-It
t7-1,e
propostiorL that Britairlshould remair in the Community,
the Ulster Unionists - dePsc,itethose who whispered that it mi,7ht

interfere with the campaijm for the Conver,tionelections - were trle
to

their convictions and thoir manifesto and voted ITO. Since fl:lat

vote and the referendum of June 1975 nothing has halopened to make
us doubt that we were riFht and that electors who ;7ave the oloosito
answer in the ballot were taken for the Icroverb4al ride.
It is a cuestion in which Ulster is more nearly concerned than
any other part of the United Kindcp,

and a quest4on on which Ulstr

has .9:oodcause to feel deeply.

7o bo DPrt o'7 the 77.E.0 is to cease to be a nation, ancJ to
beco:ee instead a province ir a new supPr-state. 7h2t is ,let P
ment

''t7"-

which rests on the authority (Lf‘
myself or any other opponent

o-r britiqh ro,J--mbership.
The very basis of the case of those who

veted for British rembersh,

and who now say they intend tn vote

for a diret-ly elected Throrooan -carl4amont which w411 override F-hd
oversh,adow our national parTiamen

is that the United binedom is

obsolete as a nation state, alla that no arc too s!natl and wo9.k an:o
lonjor to ex-root to be afcle to jovern afld tax rirselves and decide
our cwn r2olicies.

low,there are periods in our history, through one of which we
seem tc b

living, whon the inhabitants of the greater part of

irjtain fall into a kind of lethargic slumber, in vihich they become
oblivious of what they are and have been and lose all sense of prif
honour and self-respect, periods, in short, in which they forget
what it is to be a nation.

Mut Ulster never forgets what a nation

is ei what it is to belong to a nation.
we never can forget.
of blood and fire.

';:e
never forget because

It is ever before us, written often in let-tam
To tear the people of Ulster from the natior of

which they are part is th2 ore end and burbose of all the terror
and carnage and destrctior

that has filled these last seven years.

It is about nothing else.

7:1e,therefore, if anyone, can remind our

fellow subjects what it is to be a nation - and what jt means to
cease to be a nation.
What the Tk.C,

mea,ns for Ulster is so plain that I have never

understood hsw a sjnle

Ulste-rman could fail to see it.

Anyone rho

can seriously believe that Britain's membership of the IivkCO has
nothin:o-to do with ulstor's status as T.-rt of thh, United linidolT
really ou7ht to get medjcal attention.
absorbed

As the memlocr nations arc

nuropear state as brovinces, I will tell you

wh9t ora of those provinces will be

it will be the province of

Trciand, already the official name for tho, irlsh Ropnl:lic in tie
and language of the B.-1.C. :How anyone rho could sec Yh=
'',urnj-hgdale'would lead can be blind to the consequences
liarket membership

'00200:1

cemprehehsioh.

Jhy, thn sappjng and

minin7 goes on already at Brussels ani] Strasbeur
cross-border

of flo=on

every Week - a

scheme hero, a joint snbsidy there, a hole in the

somewhere else.

711c:, who s7.):.opo',
tht

on thu continent of

Europe there would be aither s:imbathy or understanding

or pationce

for the million Enf a half of British subjects in Ulster who
ptstinately declare

ar

bart of th

Unjted Kindom

knows

4
nothing about Europe and Europeans.
Edward Heath, the hiacker
uncomprehending

It wPs no 'Icre coincidence tilt

in chief, never concealed his angry and

dislike of the people of Ulster.

Ulster, then, in its e::bosed and threatened situation, re.presents in the most acute form what the forfeiture of national
independence by way of Common liarket membership meane for the
United Kingdom as a whole;

but wher,,--ver
we look at tho disadvant-

ages which Britain already suffers, we find the same root cause at
work.
The electorate was told that the prospect for
food markets would be so unfavourable
wth

Britain in world

that we ought to undertake

gratitude the obligatior to pul-chase our food in the artificLa

market of the E.E.C. and surrender to it the entire authority to
decide what we might import, and on what terms, from outside,
now discover, what anyone coul',5have predicted and many did, that
thr, word

foorl market is once agair favourable for Britain and That

producers all round the globe would bo reeady to do business with
Us.

But having surrendered our independence, wo have no longer a

trade or food policy of our own, only that of the E.E.C.
Agricultural
Britain;

Lhe eoi.mon

Policy is radically unsuitable for a country like

yet the principLes underlying

it cannot and will not be

altered, because they are of the essence of the E.E.r. itsclf.
British consumer suffers, and will ge oil suffering, simply because,
in the last resort, Eritain has surrendered the mastery in hor dwn
house.
The same is true c=ctly
surrendered

of the Common 7isherlicy.

the right to control moravia wates, and not only for

Purposes of fishery but for all future econemic purposes.
we handed to the

on a plate in tho

fiadarene rush to enter, retal•
192

Je have

All this

G-evornment's

mordiy a IC Llile limit untj]

and f:gfterthl:t nethini-7,unless all tf

r:Jst uliani-ously of

- 5 their grace and favour

are kind enough to make some concession.

mhc consecuonces havo already been disastrous to our long-distance
fishing fleets, and no other part of our fishing industry can ox-ct
to be immune from the repercussions

uPd we been an independent

nation like Korway, for instance - yes, 1Torway, I will come back
to 1Torway -

we could have said to the Icelanders;

'If you exte,nd

vour fishing limits and exclude our trawlers, we will not only
extend our limits similarly but we will exclude your catch from
our own markets;

so lot us come to a reasonable ap7refegPnton equal

terms, for fishing and for donservation.'
have done, ard what Horway can do and does

That is what we could
(1, ‘.)0

but not Iritaini

We are bound hard and foot to the Comm.on liorket, so that, like the
Province that we are, negotiation

on cur behalf - or rather on

behalf of the Community as a whole - is conductod by tho CoMroiSci=,
"

,

po: iti on,

I mentioned 7orway,

0-1:r loss can accrue to uL-%,

Those who still seek to defend the

docision which took us into the Common -Liark,=t
aro acoustomed to
the Tritish that they had, and have, uo choico because -ritain is
too weak

ny,r 74

small to remain independen,t.

that absurd self-derigratior

The complete reto-ct to

is summed up ir one word;

'Thrway.

much higher proportion of Horwaj's standard of living than of ours
depends cn oxternal trade,
finit-iy less.

Her resources in many respects are in-

Her position is mn-re exposed.

Yet today no one in

7:orwPy would advocate pooling their soverei7nty in the Co=on

T4Trket,

no onP doubts that thoir interosts - to speak only of interests -aro
bost served by her remaining an indecondent
Wh-ta

self-governing nation.

sPd irony that of all peoplos the British should have

to ..learnthe hard way, through de-drivation, the truth that a nation
which sells its f-roodoinfor gain will loge the gain for which it
sold the frodom.

H hero, oa th,o autPrmost c,lgs of the United
sha-11
Kingdom, knowing this all too wol10
what lios in ou-r power to
tring our felic-/ citoens
still time.

tn the -,--godgo of it while thcro is

•

at
Extract from speech by Rt.Hon.J.Enoch Powell, IL1P,
the Institute of Petroleum (London) Luncheon at the
Cornwall Suite, Connaught Rooms, London, W.C.1.
at 1 pm, Lionday,29 1Tovember1976

Those who do business, year after year,in the great ocean of
political verbiaEe observe from time to time new monsters of the
deep which make their appearance upon the surface and terrify many
voyagers with their awesome spouting and splashing. Though varied
/AS

in species, they all belong to the same gentle:,which the bioloists
have denominated Yecordia econ_Omica,or, in English, "economic
nonsense".

I want this afternoon to inform and warn you of two

particularly monstrous specimens, now being sighted with increasing
and alarming frequency.
The first of these monstrosities, examples of which have been
reported with markings described by certain observers as not unlike
a ducal coronet, is the talk about "unproductive employment", and
the suggestion or demand that people in "unproductive employment"
be induced or compelled to transfer themselves to "productive
sh-1.13
employment". Some of those who use this language appear to mean
by"Productive that which produces physical, or at any rate bhysic-

•

ally measurable, commodities; but mostly it seems to be thought
that the respective meaning

of "productive" and "unproductive"

is too obvious to call for dfinition or even for reflection.
In fact the distinction is nonsensical;

it is

.4= employment is by definition productive, because those employed
are employed doing something.

It may be something which could ha

(ore wlth less effort - that is , more efficiEntly - by others in
another way.

It may be somethin7 which you or I or the Arc,,Lishop

er ,Irymay not think ought to be done at all - usually
because we do not eurscUves, consciously at least, befiefit from
what is done.

7ut tb=t is anothc,r question altoether,

Froductivn

•

- 2 may be of low value or high value;

but it is still production.

Any attempt to classify production as useful or useless is faredoomed to failure.
Let me see.

Is employment in farming productive?

replies EveryEan;

'Yes'

'for is not the farmer produclng food?'

in

that case the lorry-driver is productive, who transports the food?
yes.

And the clerk in the transport office who tells thelorry-

driver where to go?

Yes.

And the merchants and warehousemen who

price the produce, buy, sell, store and distribute it?

Yes, and

their clerks too, pushing pens or working calculators. Ard the
government officials who pay out the subsidies, without which the
farmers would not far',7?Yes.

And the tax collectors who cellect

the taxes to pay the subsidies, and the accountants and lawyers,
who work out and dispute how much tax the taxpayer should pay, and
the politicians who make the laws under which the subsidies are
paid and persuade the taxpayers that they really enjoy payinE twice
through the nose for what they could otherwise obtain more chea-p:ly?
Yes.

Oh, gcill I know that the affirmative response has graduall::

been getting more grudging; but oncethe first question has been
answered in the affirmative, so must the last be answered too.
:Tordare anybody say that one link in the chain is more
important than-any other
•

the farmer is no more important than the

bureaucrat, nor the ploughman than the lawyer's clerk.
Let us try it another way.
hard, glistening, palpable
it?

Here is a miner who cuts coal -

lumps of cel.

That's essential, isn't

Keeps us warm, albeit perhaps in the less palPable form of

electricity, and turns the wheels of industry%

I will not take

you through the same sdouence with the coal as I did with the
turnips, though it applies in ;:xactlythe same way.

Instead, I

will ask another duestion. Are ths miner anZithe electrician more
important, more essential, or the doctor and the rlurse? krP the

3
and the electrician more important, or the academic resear±,-

miner

er and the theoretical physicist? It is an impossible choice; f
the doctor and the nurse too preserve life, and wIthout the thiYill=
and the theoretician there would be no mines and no electricity.
So I say again; there is no criterion by which some occupations are "productive" and others are not.

There are, on the other

hand, criteria by which some production is appruyed of and other
production is not.

That is why it is important to reco-nise and

refute the economically nonsensical categorisation of employment
. .
or aunproductive. What those who use that categorisaasIIproductiveiT
tion really mean, whether aware of it or not, is employment they
approve of and employment thev disapprove of. When politicians,
be they Conservative or Labour, start talking about "pro(luctive"
and "unproductive" employment,they are actually saying! "Leave lt
to us;

we will decide what is worth doing and what is not worth

doingi we 'Fillimpose our scale of values in place of that to
which the present pattern of employment and of production corresPonds." What is more,they intend to frighten us into

compliance

by dangling false terrors in front of us,
That is where the othrermonster comes into the story; for he
is not unrelated to the former in the 7enealogical tree of economic
nonsense. He is the monster called 'Britain's long-term industrial
1Toeconomic debate, even no Prime Tinister's duestiongewoaAtia
to pass off without this skeleton being
seems4
ment,
Parlia
in
time
produced and rattled, to the aeneral applause and satisfaction, it
seems, of all concerred. It appears we have actually beenih thls
state of decline for a whole century or more, since before Queen
VictorP

becn-le'Mprese of Tndia or about the time the first

trans-atlantic caI-Jewaslaid.

The whole thing would be laug able

if people did not take it as gospel.

Othe_ nations, we are told,

produce more steel, build mc.reships, nanufhcture more motor-cers,

4
—

•

than we do, even though we thought of some of the ideas first.
Well, what of it?

Valatelse was to be expected? What else was

expected? But that is not industrial and economic decline. Our
share, we are told, of world trade tends continually to diminish.
again,wh t of it?

What possible reason was there to suppose

that as the volume of trade and measured production in the world
increased, Britain's would expand, like a bullfrog or a balloon,
so as to maintain a constant statistical percentage?
Worst of all, we are told - and this is the link with the
"productive-unproductive"fallacy - that more and more of our
effort is going into services and less and less into what is
dignified as "-Industry". Well, yet ajain, what of it?

There is

no inherent virtue in measurable physical products as against
inc=mensurable invisibles - we have been over all that already nor any reason why the preferred balance between the two categories
should be the same for one society as for another.

T w-uld hes-

tate, for example, to ascribe any compelling validity to the ratio
or even in Germany. On the conwhich prevailsin Japan or T",ussia
trary, the goneral presumption must be, after all due allowance
for subjectivity, that civilisation is about the imponderables and
that a shift towards them is more likely to be the accompaniment
of progress than of decline.
What is sinister and disquietin, is not so much the
industral decline
irrationality of the myth of Thr_.itain's
motives which underlie its preposition. Cnce again they sug.est
the desire to use

misinterpreted phonomena,such as thP deficit

on current visible account and the declining exchange rate of the
pound sterling,as an excuse or cover for imposing a crudely conceived and arbitrary scale of values through measures d sined
remould the pattern of the natieI s oconomic activity.

to

NOT FOR PUBLICATION
BEFORE II= OF DELIVERY
Speech by the Et. Hon. J. Enoch -Powell,MP, to the
City of London Young Conservatives, St Eotolph's
Church Hall, Aldgate, E.C.3.
at 1 pm, 'Tesdnesday,10 November 1976
The Labour Government are now governing upon a knife's edge.
True, a knife's ed e is a perch that can be occupied, with more or
less discomfort, for longer periods than is vulgarly expected.
Still, the fact remains that another one or two unhappy byeelections - against which no insurance can be taken out - would
push the government of'fthat knife's edge on the wrong side; and
even if, against probability, good fortune should avert that event,
the strain of governing with an essential majority of one is
greater than any government or party ought for long to be called
upon to sustain and is conducive - with the firmest nerves in the
world - to anything but wise and consistent policies and ad inistration.
The question has therefore all but come upon us, whether the
government ought to be sustained with somewhat greater support than
their notional majority or whether every effort should be made to
drive, harry or plunge them into a dissolution of Parliament and
the hazard of a landslide election.

I sit in Parliament, as you knovi,as an Ulster Unionist,

T

do so because I espoused the cause of Ulster as part of the United
Ki

'dom lonL- before I foresaw that I could ever represent a con-

stituene,Ttilere, and also because, on that issue of Britain and
the 7.L.C, yhich severed for me the political ties of a lifetime,
the Ulster Unionist Party was stron
same mind as myself.

, indeed passionatelyof the

It follows that I have duties to Ulster

ich T must fulffl -ifI can;

and that includes the removal, so

far as that is possible by legiowition, of the crying injustices
which the people of Ulster suffer in comparison with their fellow
citizens in the remainder of the Kinadom,

- 2 However, it is not of Ulster and its just claims that I
intend to speak here, but of the United Kingdom as a whole,to
of Parliament except the
which, along with every other Liiember

dozen or two elected on a frankly nationalist platform, I ovlemy
first allegiance. I have to say to you that I can find nothing in
the essential interest of the United Kingdom, as I understand it,
which requires that this administration should, if possible, be
incontinently replaced by one comprising the present Conservative
On the contrary I can see much in the inteYest of the

Party.

United Kingdom which might be better served if this labour zovernment were able to govern for some time yet and to do so without
the hourly hazard of dismissal.
The great issue of this time is not in my opinion another
inotaamcnt ,)fthe secular deate

between socialism and capitalism.

It is a struggle for the survival and the soul of this nation,
this political nation, this parliamentary nation, this United
Kingdom. When I survey the dangers by which the nation s survival
and its soul are threatened, I find not one which the Conservative
Opposition, as it exists today, is ready or disposed to confront
and overcome. On the other side, I perceive in the _labourgovernment and ?arty the embers which might be blown into a flame and
the elements which mi-ht be combined and activated to break out of
the ring of perils that confront us,

I nave used the word "mic'ht",

the conditional mood, not lightly, but advisedly. In fact, that
-It"encapsulates the conditions upon which I would held
it justifiable, if reed be, cc sustain this admi •istration in
office.
I be:7zinwith the easiest - or least difficult - of th se
conditions, odiioh in appearance is economic but in reality is much
more th!,,neconomic.

The humiliation

to which this nation is hein

subj oted in its financial anc commercial relations with the rest

of the world is one that can be ended only by ourselves

neither

the 1DB nor the central bankers nor any external agency can do us
anything but harm by their assistance or their edvice. We are
entitled to live our life by our own standards and to pursue our
own ends;

and provided we desist from pretence, the outside world

not only cannot say us nay but will be for us a neutral - certainly
not an unfriendly - environment. The central pretence, from which
all the others derive ard radiate, is the money pretence - the
pretence that the creation of paper money is a magic spell which
makes us richer than we are and gives us our heart's desire for
love.

Once abandon that pretence, by paying honestly for what

collectively decide to do, and we can snap our fi gers at exchanj:e
rates, balance of payments,reserve roles of sterling, capital
movements and all the humiliating train of borrowings and begg'ings.
I defy anyone to say that the Opposition has ever once plairly
- not to mention, inspiringly - told the nation how to be free.
wonder, since in office they ran away from unemployment into
7-,o
reckless money-manufacture and talked the whole international
vocabulary of finan.cialservitude, if they are now incapable of
ever saying clearly what must be done.

Dismal no doubt the storv

of the last two years' vast budgetary miscalculations; but the

is

practical question is this
more likely to edure

under whlch administration is Britain

successfully the grind ng necessity which

lies before us of purchasir

self-respect by brinrino cur natiousl

accounts into balance, amid the disaPPointment of short-term hopes
and the deferm.entof low percentage rates of unemployment?

Tt

ias

that
you may recall, under a Labour Chancellor of the 17xcheoller
e

kited

Kingdcm lest balanced its budget eight years ago.

Those among the Government's suweerters who,ce end that we put
or

own affairs right for ourselves by im-oortcontrols, low interat

rates a d a raspberry to the Ili?are wren

- c-mpletely wrong -

— 4
in their analysis; but they are right - completely right - in
their instincts, and that may be more important. For instincts
can be harnessed.
Which brings me to another aspect of national self-respeot
political independence. I suppose I shall never live down my incredulity and shame that of all governments a Conservative guvernment and of all parliaments a Conservative-majority parliament
renounced in the most comprehensive manner the historical selfgovernment and national independence of the Urited Kingdom, in
order that it could become part of a new su er-state in Western
Europe.

That Britain is obsolete as a nation state was, and is,

the proclaimed belief of the Conservative Party, which, with now
the tiniest minority of tolerated dissenters, supports every step
to accelerate -Pritair'stransformation into a European province.
Dismal again was no do bt the collapse in 1975 of the Labour Party's
bold objectives of rene7otition, which,if they had been insisted
on, would have been tantamount to the recovery of our parliamentary
and political independence. Still the fact is that the majority
of the Labour government and Party, not to mention their constituprpv in the electorate, were opposed then,and are certainly still
more opposed now, to Britain's membership on terms of the Tretv
of Brussels and the European CommunitLs
That membership has now brought us to the very ede
decisive act, an act which would seal
from a nation to a previnoe;

the mechanics of that consegence.
:.7.cverr

T

could er:7Jectte

e do 1--radingof Brit-in

the direct relesentation

country in a European parliament.

of a

of thig

will not dilate here upon
I will only say uhat no

s-stained as representi=

the bost

'epe for the survival and the soul cf this nation if it conrived, er oven pormitted, thc.t the parliament of the united
Kinc:dom should no lenc:er he the sureme

democratic representation

á

-6_
themselves, their government3would long, long ago have averted
what the future now holds;

but the volume of the people's voice

would have been loudest and m st insistent not from the suburbs
or the rural counties but from tho towns and cities of industrial
England which daily live with the sight of the present and the
dread of the future.

It is the same industrial Lngland which is

preponderantly the electoral base of the Labour Party.
Political resolves are not wisely or rightly taken upon a
nice calculation of all the several items of policy, as if two
columns cf Tiny Tots were to be added up and produce the a=er
cy way of a surplus on one side of the other.
In politics, as in the arisesof individual life, we decide
what matters to us most, ano for the sake of that we take all the
other consequenoes (7,-.*
our choice. It is old-faspioned - but if so,
I cannot help it - to declare that the survival of this country as
the nation that we have known, united, independent and selfg•overnedby a soverei --,
parltament, is an object which outweighs,
if need be, all others put together. Judged by that judgment,I
for one would not at this juncture wish to deny to the presert
government the meano and the authority to govern.
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FOR PUBLTCATION
BEFOTtETIME OF DELIVERY
Extract from speech by the RtHon.J.Enoch Powell MP
at a public meeting at the Technical College,
Brunswick Road, Gloucester
at 7.45 pm, Friday, 29th October 1976

I should like to pay a compliment to the Prime Minister,
am sure this will not be disagreeable to him at a time when there
are more brickbats than bouquets in the air around him.

It cannot,

it is true, be an unqualified compliment; but I trust it will not
be despised on that account.
In the days before 1974 Jim Callaghan was one of the doughtiest opponents of Britain's membership of the Common Market.

He

made many fine speeches exposing the disadvantages, both moral and
material, which would attend upon that fateful - though, happily,
reversible - step,

e voted solidly through the session of 1972

against the European Communities Bill - an Act still on the statute
book unamended- which made our entry possible by stripping the
British Parliament of its historic right to be the sole source of
legitimate power in this realm.

:fhiat
is more,he indicated the

minimum requirements of Britain's interests that must be met if we
were to remain associated with the Common Market, and made no bones
about declaring that they were incompatible with that crucial sec•

tion of the 1972 Act which abrogated Britain's political
independence.
Hopes were high therefore a org patriotic Britons when in
arch 1974 none other than Jim Callaghan became Her .Tajesty's
Secretary o-fState for Foreign .neffairs.It is at this 'Jointthat
the complimentary allusions which I am making have to be qualified
- indeed, vory severely qualified. Yet I will draw, as best I can,
the kindly veil of palliation over thr,dismal interlude which
followed, Backed though he was by a large majority of his Cabinct
colleagues (as Harold Wilson has revealed in his recent bock),
constrained and strengthened though ho was by his own words and

- 2 -actions of previous years, the Foreign Secretary had succombed in
little more than two months to the mephitic atmosphere of the
Foreign Office. His single-handed deteinination proved insuffi
cient to make head against the serried mandarin ranks which closed
around him.

He was overborne and made captive by those who were

determined that parliaments and politicians might come and go,
but this island should remain a predestined province of the new
superstate of Yestern Europe.

•

It is not my intention to harrow your feelings by recalling
in detail the dismal and even disgraceful story of the year which
followed.

I hasten onward to the more hopeful present; for

scarcely had the deluded voters recorded albeit a minority vote at
the referendum for re-affirming the renunciation of Britain's
political and parliamentary independence,when one class of the
comuunity after another discovered by practical experience that
their interests had been betrayed and their credulity had been
practised upon.

Every promised and predicted benefit was swiftly

replaced by an evident disadvantage or disaster. British industry
found the expanded market was a bonanza for their competitors.
British commerce discovered that their trading surplus with the
_--

rest of the world was swamped by a deficit with Europe.

The

farmers found they had exchanged the decieions of their mn
government for the ruthless exploitation of the Common .1a_rket
rulps
by others to their disadvantage. The fishermen became aware that
Britain's right to defend her fishing grounds had been surrendered
in advance. Above all, the consumer, the housewife - and among
consumers, the poorer consumers,in whooe bud--etfood bulks
largest - learnt that they had been deceived, They had been told
that before Britain stretched the prospect of a world

flf

scarcity,

a world of hinher ,orices,a -gorldthat would no longer have a
sur7dlusto sell to Britain, and that they eui,:ht
to be {4Tatefulto

3
take refue

in the safdy of Europe, where supplies would be safe

and guaranteed and priced upon the whole at levels advantageous in
comparison.
Of course it was the opposite that happened. As the electorate had been warned by those to whom too few would listen, the
world market speedily resumed its normal complexion, which for a
century and a half had made Eritain the crossroads of the oceans
and given her people the highest standard of living of any industrial nation of the Old World.

Listen to what tho Consumers'

Association said a fortniht ago

"Butter in the E.E.C. is 270 per

cent of the world market price, skimmed milk powder 330 per cent,
beef around 200 per cent and wlEctaround 150 per cent".

I wonder

how many electors would have voted Yes last year if those figvc,,,s,c
- only 16 months ahead - had been before them then?:-

Y''''

, i

r1

iji
t.C-:

,
Y
However, I must come to that compliment - d genuine
compli=-

ment - which I promised the Prime Yinister. A few days ago I
asked him a question in the House of Comonst

"would it not," I

enouired, "be of great assistance and satisfaction to the T.U.C.
and the public generally if this country were able to buy food at
advantaeous prices in world m',,rkts?" He did not do what nine
Politicians out of ten would have done.

He did not beat about the

bush and talk about security of supplies and world scarcities o,rd
countervailing benefits. He came straiEht out.
would", he replied.

"Yes I think it

"Tt was always one of the weaknesses of our

entry into the Community tht, the Common Agricultural Policy does
not suit our requirements." They are words of truth, which deservo
to be displayed in Whitehall in letters ten feet

gh.

iu is, ac

the Prime Pinister corrc-ctlystated it, a permanent truth and not
a temporary conjuncture

the very princi-oleof the Common

Agricultural Policy, which is the foundatlon, the 2rench prer,flnditionand the one functioning nLality of the C,d000 to date,

•
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is a regime of self-sufficiency

and high prices as a matter cf

deliberate policy, a reg.ime totally incompatible with the requirements of a densely populated highly industrialised
It is something that the

island nation.

cannot change and will not

change, which is why I must part comcany with the Prime Ninister
when he continued2

"That is whv we must pursue in the Community

with some, though not all, other member countries a policy of
getting substantial reforms over a period."

If it had been poss-

ible to get what is called "reforms" but really means a reversal
of the whole princi-ole of the CAP, we could have got them during
the so-called renegotiation
presided.

over which Jim Callaghan himself

Then at least we had some leverage,as we could make it

a condition of our continuingmambership

how we have none- not

until we are prebared to make our own terms regardless of whether
the rest say Stay or Clo.
I will prove the --,amefact another way.
if wr= were outside thc Community,have
the food which we imported.
certainly have been =ch

he should in 1975,

paid Z300 million less for

In the present year thatfigure vicrild

hiTher.

Now you will have heard that

those good, kind peoole in the Common Narket are paying us what
as a "ss.I.dy" to7ards keopiar the -orice of

(7.T.

below what it would otherwise be, by moans of the device, known
as the "g-oeen pound", of pretending that the exchange rate of the
sterlinF,,is mach higher than it

a^tually

iso

It iQ Pqt-imated

that this ccsts thcx -.00me-11550million a year - tlhou,7h,Incidentally, Britain is still a net oort,-Ibutor to the P.E.C. after all
else has been taken ihto the account.
1:ut they pay.
will tell you.
,72.nri=to

Of no-Jrsr-,they ,rumble -

'Why &:„you think they ,'ereprered

to do that?

Tt is hee7,-,seit is 7mrth ali that and a ::Freatdal

them to kee-c,the British rearkPt jmprisonPd inside thP

h-cost self-sufficient

Common _Lgricultural Folicy of the

L.C.

•

- 5 They know that in a year or two's time, when the transitional
period is well and truly behind us, all this facade of green
currencies can be dismantled and we shall have to accept what the
reality of our membership means - when, for instance, as the Feed
Industries Council estimates,butter

will rise to double its

present price, and that, in real terms, not in terms of inflation.
Ho wonder the other countries are determined to pay through the
nose, if necessary, to keep Eritain as a Community mulch cow,

•

•

somewhat as ants keep the green aphis.
4ave_tbe_slightest

The last thing that they

intention of doing is to permit Britain to

resume her position as a world-buyer

- and (incidentally) world-

supplier.
do not wish to infuriate you,

I do not want people to leave

this hall, comandeer buses and taxis, and surge up te London to
set fire to the Compiission's premlses there;
hold from you a piece of information,

but i cannot with-

disclosed almost cccidentally

a week ago, which speaks volumes for the attitude of the 0.E.0. to
Britain.

Cur new I.linisterof Ogrioulture9

Marketeer John Silkin

that unrepentant anti-

had been telling the Commissioner that

"he (lid not understand the depth of feeling which we genuinely
had" about the proposal to raise our food prices inside the Common
Llarket still further by devaluing thP "greon pound".

.
11/

Thereupon,

at thP Council of iiinisters, the Commissioner had a brainwave.
said that in response he was prebared to produce a proposal
"whereby the transitional tariff on ir.ported smlads and fruits
might be-withdrawn"
7iritin

soonE-r than it ie othorwise due to end.

-is to be made comertable,ill

per cent above the wer7d prce
eabl,d

Sc

a market where wheat is 150

alid 1-)utter270 per cent, by bein

to get Continentr.l seakale mr:d celery rather sooner and

eheaber than we hali toen amtivi p atiee that boor:J
it

is

such it mut

a genuine ant typical product o-P teL =dhous, e - or
sPrn to uLis industrial, world-trading

nation - in

He

•
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which the cure for a surplus of hih-priced butter is to raise the
price of margarine too.
I have talked this evening about the price of butter. Yet
throughout this whole debate from the very beginning I have stated
my conviction that the question of Britain and the
a question of the price of butter.

I repeat that now.

d_Qnot
It is

question of the national existence and independence of Britain
itself. The whole business of food prices and the Common .kgricultural Policy is a symbol and a specimen of the degradation of
Britain from a nation to

province so that our laws aridgovernmen t

and policies are nc longer to be, in the Prime :inister's words,
"what suit our requirements". he were threatened th-t we could
not feed ourselves unless we g-aveup our freedom. ITowwe find
that we have given up our freedom but the ability to feed ourselves
is taken away from us.

The lesson of the last 16 months, since

the electorate made its grave but recoverable mistake, is that in
small things ahd in g eat thi gs alike there is no future for the
British people which they will find tolerable except as a soverel_gn,
self-governing natior

NOT FOR PUBLICATIO7
BEFORE TIME OF DPLTVERY
-

Extract from speech by the Rt.Hon.J,Enoch Poweli,MP
to the Institute of Marketing, North-East Branch,
Presidential Dinner,
Royal Station Hotel, Newcastle-upon-Tyne
7.30pm Friday, 22nd October 1976

It is tragic that the meaning and cause of Britain's tradin
deficit is still not understood. I wish I could persuade myself
that at least government ministers really do understand, but are
pretending not to, for nefarious reasons of their own.

That would

leave some g.-6-414
for hope that„when it came from words to deeds,they
would not take wholly irrational measures, Alas, it is all too
evident that our lords and masters share the very delusions which
they have helped to inculcate into the humblest and worst informed
of the public.
Those delusions are to the effect that Britain's trade deficit,
which is watched from month to month with the neurotic interest of
a hypochondriac taki g his own temperature, is due to inadequacies
of British industry and cor-.merce,
compared ,Jiththose of other
nations, and must therefore be regarded as a symptom of deep-seated
degeneracy, resulting in what is called "irlabilitvto eompete".
Naturally,as the British are prepared to believe and to proclaim
Jeis nonsense about themselves, the rest of the world - which has
never really liked the British - is delighted to echo and redouble
it, considering themselves, not without justification, to have the
best authority for doing sot

if the Brltjsh ory 'stinking fish',

why should the passers-by go to the trouble of pointing out that the
fish is in reality fresh, sweet and wholesome?
This,however, would not ratter if there were not a (anger that
our preoccupation with Britain's t ade deficit and our conviction
that 'some hing ought to be dene about it' mi

t at any moment

tempt us into foolish and roally damagino policies like import

co-trols, import deposits and all te

rest of the grisly armoury of

- 2
so-called protective measures.

It is this danger which is my excuse

for engaging your attention once more tonight upon the fact of the
total innocence, harmlessness, irrelevance - and any other synonym
I can discover - of Britain's trade deficit.
Every deficit on current account is always and necessarily
counterbalanced by a surplus on capital account, because the balance
of payments must, by definition, balance overall.

It follows that

if our trade deficit were smaller, the surplus on our capital acceuet
would also have to be smaller by the same amount.

It is not possible

for any country to incur debt to the rest of the world without
having a deficit on its current account sufficient to accommodate
that indebtedness. To put the matter in concrete terms, if Britain
borrows E2,000 million net from abroad, then in the same period
Britain must have a deficit on current account of E2,000 million.
If British industry worked 24 hours out of the 24 at an efficiency
unsurlDassedanywhere in the world, there would still be a trading
million.
deficit of precisely F_.2,000

It is therefore perfectly

nonsensical - and profoundly insulting into the bargain - for a
British government which is notoriously trying to borrow every last
dime it can from abroad

to com-olainof the performance of British

industry and commerce as causing the corresponding inevitable trade
trade
deficit. Given the British government's berrowing that/deficit.
could not be avoided or prevented - not nohow.

l'oreover,I have

news for my e.00dfriends in the Labour Party below the gangway,
who call for import controls to reduce or eliminate Britain's
deficit. Unless the net borrowing of Britain is reduced or

trade

elimi-

nated, all the import controls in the eiorldwould not, because they
could not, reduce our current deficit by one penny.
It is therefore at the capital account - at Eritain's borrowira

- thet we ought to be looking. -Zow,there is nothing wreng

abeut borrowing as such.

Indeed, all investment involves borrowi2eg;

and if the outside world feels inclined to invest in Britain, so

- 3

much the better, we will gladly oblige them with the current deficit
necessary to make it possible. What is wrong about Britain's pre=t
borrowing is that it is for the wrong reasons, for two separate
wrong reasons.
o r
One motive for borrowing is purely that of fudging the sterlin
exchange rate, the method being to get a loan of other cuuntries'
currencies and then sell the stuff back for sterlinc. Like other
fudges this rigging cf the exchange rate does.harm and no good.
The other motive is part of the government's necessity to fund its
huge public service borrowing requirement of Ell,000 million without,
if possible, having to resort to bank borrowing and so expand the
money supply.

To the extent that the government brinsthe overall

budget of the public services more nearly into balance, the pressure
of borrowing will diminish.
These are the facts which prove that the responsibility for
Britain's trade deficit lies in one quarter and one quarter only,
that is the government.
It is the government which dominates the capital side of
Britain's account ty its determination to maintain an enormously
excessive public service borrowing reauirement and an artificial
value of the pound sterlin, and thus forces the current side of
Britain's account into a deficit.

That deficit then in turn bc.:comes

a bogey and a reproach, and may well be made the excuse for all
sorts of wild and restrictive policies.

:TOTBO'RPILTLIC7T07,
BEFORE TILE OF DELIVERY
Speech by the Rt.Hon.J.Enoch Powell, MP, at a public
meeting at the Ravensbourne Boys School, Hayes Lane,
Bromley, Kent
at 7.30 pm, Saturday, 16th October 1976

There is a satisfyingly neurotic tone creeping into the
voices of those who proclaim, with an insistency v:hichbelies conviction, that the future national status of the United Kindom

-

or rather its permanent loss of national status - was settled
once and for all by the referendum of 1975. The owners of these
voices would fain deny or forget the Government's official
statement, made at that time,that, after the referendum, "con__
tinued British membership will depend upon the continuing assent
•

'of 2arliament." For all the anguish and the empressement of the
Europeanists, it becomes more evident with every passing month
that the issue of Britain inside or outside the Common Market is
not just one live issue among many but is the central political
issue of cominL7years to which all roads in politics lead back.
The battle over Britain's national existence and parliamentac
independence is a battle which will be fought through to the bitter
end, hovever long it lasts.

Tt is a battle in which no Quarter

will be asked and none will be given.

It is a battle in the co=

of which all other political lines and links will continue to be
overrun and broken, as it sures

•

one way or the other.

It is a

battle in which the bitterest foPs of the past will stand torTether
and the closestof old alliances be _lestroyed. I say these thinEs
tn nq spirit of bravado. They are cold and sober deductions from
fact, the fact that the fight is about the continued existence
the nation itself, an issue to v ich bydefinition all other
Political issues and causes vThatsoevermust be subordinTe.te,
as
to the F,reaterwhich subsumes the less.
In wartime Conservatives and rocialists - n y, Tories and
Communists - sank their past differences and postponed their
future diverzent ambitions to
political natio

ight tciher

for the survival

it is so atain

,

but this time

with the added bitterness for eany that thn caus,eof national

of
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independence has been deserted and renounced by the very party in
the state which they had been accustomed to regard as synonymous
with it.

man who wishes the United Kingdom to remain a part of

the European Lconomic Community, and who thereby commits himself
to this nation becoming one province of a European state, can be
as honourable as the next.

I have never denied that, provided

that he openly acknowledges and professes the consecuences of
his opinion. He can be filled with benevolence towards his fellavs
and genuinely convinced that as individuals the persons inhabiting this territory would enjoy important advantages as European
provincials which they cannot have as British nationals. One

410' thing he

can not be.

He can not be a patriot; for the basis of

his action and intention is the conviction that this country is
no longer, or ought no longer to be

,

a EallEia,
a nation state

whose people acknowledge no external human authority and oeTeno
higher secular allegiance.
There was a time, even a fairly recent time, when many would
have declined to see the issue of Britain and the Comnunity in
these fundamental terms, and affected to dismiss what it was then
customary to refer to as the question of sovereignty. There has,
however, been in this respect a change and a welcome clarification.
It has come about partly because people discovered in practice the
reality of the loss of self-government which Britain had already
undergone, when Her Lajesty's Einisters and the House of Commons
*found themselves powerless to execute or prevent policies which
they were agreed in c,,provingor rejectico' One such example I
shall presently give;

but it is above all the imminent proposi-

tion of direct elections to a European parliament which has now
exposed, beyond all possibility of denial or concealment, the fact
that for B 'tain membership of the E.: C. means nothing less than
relegation from national to provincial etatus.
The acceetance cf the principle of a directly elected
Community assembly means one thing;
becomes a state.
supra:hational

it means tht the Community

It ceases to be,like other international or
tior or coor)erationof states, all
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deriving their authority separately from their respective peoples.
It becomes a sovereign entity in its own right, deriving its
authority directly from the whole people.

If anyone wishes for

illustration, I invite him to imagine what would be the implications if the Assembly of the United Nations were directly elected
by the peoples of the United Hations on a uniform electoral basis.
71ftwou1d indeed mark the creation of a world state.
Against this it is futile to object that the existing powers
of the European Assembly are limited. They are limited because
it is not directly elected; but it would soon be found impossible
- and those who wish to accelerate the creation of a -ZestEuropean
state understand this very well - to deny to an assembly directly
representing the electorate of the Community as a whole the
extension of its powers of control, financial, leislative and
political. It would be the Commission, which the Assembly already
has the theoretical power to dismiss, that would become the effectiauthority of the
ive government of the new state. The/Council of :inistera,which
is supreme so long as its members alone convey the elective
authority of their respective countries, would increasingly
become an obsolete and indefensible anomaly.
Look at the scene from below, irom the point of view of the
individual elector. He, along with his fellow electa.s, has sent
a representative direct to the parliament of thatinstitution to
whicb the U.1. Parliament has ceded comprehensive powers of
legislation, taxation and exoendlture and to whose law it has
giV'enprimacy over the Oosostic law of the United Kjegdom.

If

some matter arises where tne actions cf the Community involve
his interests or wishes, where will te go?

He will go to his

representative elected -forthat very purpose to an assembly to
which all tho proposals of tne Cormssion are submitted and which
can directly call before it the members of the Commission to argue
and to explain. He will not go to his representative in the
provincial P.scemTkrIv
at egtgtnc7ter,,ho cgn act only indirectly
through the British member
would b

courr-1 of 1-:in-sters
and who

told very smartly by the British minister in -Parliament

4
that all these matters were dealt with in thorough detail and
successive stages by the ol cted European Assembly and its
committees. What business, he would be asked, was it of his (who
had merely stood for the British parliament) to try to debate all
over again or to interfere with the matters exhaustively studied
and settled by those properly mandated for the very purpose?

in

any case, the British minister at the Council is a member of a
team which decides collectively, and can be less than ever bound
by the views and wishes of local parliamentarians elected upon
local issues.
Those therefore in the coming session of Parliament who vote
for the institution of direct elections from the United Kingdom
to the Assembly of the Co•unity are voting to confirm that
extinction of the United Kingdom as a nation, and reaffirming that
determination to make it a province of a European state, which was
implicit in the act of British membership itself. The battle for
and against the survival of a British nation will be fought again
on that terrain.
.,,eanwhile
the grinding erosion of British independence and
subordination of British national interests goes ahead continually.
The process, indeed, since it derives its force from the very
principles inherent in British membership, is ultimately irresistible - so long as that membership itself is treated as unchallengeable.
.

But the Tro-ties of acme and -BruseTs,wic. constitlitpth

mechanical engine for the sulju,cration
of Britain, are not merely
inert.

They have a re7olute and unscrubulous priesthood who

labour day and night to make sure that there is no escape and in
whose hands mere ministers or junior ministers who flit to and f-,-0
between London and Brussols are as pliable as wax.

I do not refer

to the bureaucracy of the COmmunity. I ref-r to the British
forei.o.n
service, whose deter•minationto exbloit as swiftly and
irrevocably as possible all the consec:uencesof the fatal error
of 1372 is near-treasonable - I uso the word with deliberation,
in the ii7ht cf the sJpr=e
is of cour=,e±h

stak:eof natonal

independence. it

y of the foreign services,as of all st te

- 5 servants, to carry out the will of their political masters; but
this is something different. This is the long-term dedication
an
of/epArenched caste to mould, tutor and pervert that political
will until they achieve their predetermined objective, of embodyBritain permanently and irretrievably into a continental state
inFis
which their distorted imagination sees as a future world power.
Let me tell you what is happening in these very days.

When

the Conservative Government hijacked Britain into the Common
Tjarketin 1972, they accepted the Common Zisheries Policy, whereby
all waters being free to,all members,
the member countries have no exclusive fishing zones,/except that
for ten years, until the end of 1982, Britain was allowed to keep
heN existing rights up to the 12-mile limit.

This has already

had absurd and disastrous consequences for Britain. The members
of the Community will no doubt decide - they may do so next week to join the current scramble for claiming 200-mile exclusive
economic and fishing limits. Mach,including Britain,could then
follow the example of Iceland, Norway, etc. and declare a zone lue
to 200 miles-or up to a median line where another coast is less
than 200 miles away.

You might think that this would give an

enormous benefit to the British Isles - to ourselves and to the
Irish Republic. You would be cuite mistaken. The huge areas
which we shall claim will not be ours at all.

They will automac-

ally be free to all the rest of the Com-unity bet:Teenthe 12-mile

S.

the frIlitlessduty
7e shall be left '!i_th
the Ruseians and
olicing these large areas as aainstjother nations, not for

and the 200-mile limit.
of

our own benefit but for the benefit of France, Belgium, Germany,
Holland, Denmark and above all Italy, -hich is building mammoth
trawlers in order to join in the fun and :7amesin Rritain's 200mile zone.
ie now theralore have tocap

in hand and asl if we can

please have some waters under our own control. Ye have n t dnrod
to ask for 1 0 miles.have

not even dared to ask for 50

'A=are only ..oingto try to net a zone of unspecified and van
ing width between 12 nmd 130ir ,differentplaces.
evt:-r7hinF7_
we lic.vc

t us.have

In doinj so,

no 7.7,..TO, that weapon with

•
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which we were promised that we would be able to defend our vital
ntional interests.

ie cannot veto the Treaty itself, 7:Thich

deprives us of even our 12-mile zone after 1982; but anybody can
our Present temporary
evex/ limits which may be
veto any continuation or extension
little
proposed. We are a sitting target for/luxembourg. What is worse,
time runs against us, because we are up against the time limit cf
1982, whereas everybody else need only sit back and wait till
they automatically get the right to come in and fish ur to our
beaches.

But what is worst of all, is that as soon as the 200-

mile limit has been declared, the rest of the Community will have
acquired a virtual right to fish in the areas between 12 and 200
miliesfrom our coasts, including the very areas which we are going
to plead with them to let us have to ourselves. It is the negation of bargaining. We are on a hiding to nothing, unless unless we are prepared to say2

"Either you accept our proposals,

or we will have no more to do with your Common ,I.arket."In other
words, we are browht

face to face with the fact that our member-

sLip itself has stripped us of that ability to take our own
decisions and to protect our own interests which Iceland and
1Torway- to look to further afield - still enjoy. We have
already ceased to be a nation.

,;is
already face the reality of

being a mere province.
It remains only to be seen whether we have ceased to be a
nation morally as well as juridically, or whether we have still

• 410'tho spirit to take back what belongs to us and what no Goverrment,
ro Parliament, no diplomatic high priesthood has the
power to give away.

Only a people itself has the power to :7ive

its own freedom away.
and self-resr ct, h-v

ght or the

It does so yhen rrido and shame, honour
longer to have a aeawing for it.

NOT FOR PUBLICATION
BEFORE TIME OF DELIVERY
Extract from speech by the Rt.Hon.J Enoch Powell
proposing the toast of the Building Societies Ir,_stitute
at the Dorset Pranch Anni_lal
Dinner,
Portland Heights Hotel, Portland,
7.45 pm, Friday, 15th October 1976

"Who's afraid of the big, bad wolf?"

I, for one, and I dare-

say, the building society movement for another. Who is your big
bad wolf?

He is a competitor of yours for money in the capital

market.
There is no harm in that so far.

All markets are a tissue of

competition, competition amongst those who want

TO

emu—A=7
§-ell

those who want to buy - or, transiatedintocapital terms, amongst
those who have money to lend and amongst those who want to borrow
money.

You in the buildin:7societies live your whole life in the

capital market, where you appear both as competitive borrowers and
as competitive lenders. It is true that you are specialized lenders
and specialized borrowers; but there are no waterbightbulkheads in
the capital market, and your specialized activities are still an
integral part of the whole great ,,cene,so that whatever happens
anywhere in any part of the capital market is bound to have its
repercussions upon you.
So what is so terrible about this particular co petitor?
There are several thin,7swhich make him a monster.
enormous appetite:

One is his

the sums he sets cut to borrow are often such

as to dwarf the demands of other bor-rowersand thus to influence
the market to an extent that ho other sinle borrower could possibLy
still
do. However, if that were all, it would/hot matter so muc ,oecaa,e,
while the big borro,er would force up the price of money, he could
only do so up to the point at which it ceased to be worth his while
or.

that is, at which the prospect of an ace la):;te
arofit=,tio

emp loyment of thP fund-,borrowed at that rate of intereot dis-

appeared.
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The borrower, however, whom I have in mind and who is still
strictly anonymous, is Quite special in other ways.

He does not

care how high a rate of interest he has to pay because he is not
concerned with making a profit at all and can always be sure of
finding money to pay the interest, however exorbitant. Finally,
he is a borrower who, if all else fails,will still get the money,
because he has the power to manufacture it for himself.

Obviously,

with such a demon borrower loose in their capital market, everybody
else is in a terrifying situation.

It reminds me of that scene in

Victor Hugo, where the crew of a warship are trapped between decks
with a runaway cannon careering erratically backwards and forwards
wlth the movement of the ship.
In case you have not already guessed the face behind the mathe demon borrower is the state, the I,eviathanof whom it is nritan
"Upon earth there is rot his like, who is made without fear, he is
a king over all the children of pride."

In this present year,

Leviathan has decided that he will borrow a round M,000

million,

rot to pc,rtionthe odd digits and the shillings and pence.

What

is more, he is particularly anxious at the present time to refrain
from exercising his magical, Jidas-like power of converting paper
irto money and then lending it to him-elf.

So not only is this

huge borrowing requirement ef Zl1,000 million in a year placed
upon the capital market to toe discomfiture and deprivation of all
other borrowers, but the demon borrower has Qitched the interest
rate so hila that he believes everyone will conclude that it is
even hiher
down aoain.

than necessary ',(Td
therc-l'ore
certain presently to come
Thereby he acams to persuade potential lenders to

in with anythir;7that
-

Je li1uid cr can licluidateQuick y

e of makir“17
an easy cpital

,J,r0fit
when the rate comes (

a„„ain- provided, nf course, always that they are smart ere
unload the stec

7A.0

time.
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- 3 environment for you of the building

'ihis is an unendurable
societi s to have to live in;
flow of funds into buildi

7

for how can you maintain a steady

and house-purchase,

which is the reason

for your existence, in the company of this extraordinary monster:
He is none the more acceptable for sharing that legendary characteristic of the crocodile, of shedding tears over those he devours;
and presently, if it has not havoened already, he will be around
slobbering over you, offering your national spokesman a lifepeera,ue,and saying what an awful pity it all is, and will you
please continue to lend without trying to compete with him in the
terms on which you borrow?

Why, not long ago, in the days when he

was a Conservative, he even went to the cyilicallength of offering
you a temporary subsidy - at the expense, of course, of his other
victims:
But if this is no environment for you of the building

societies to live in, it Ia no environment for the whole nation and
the economy to live in.

The long and short of it is, that civilised

life is no lon7er possible in Britain when the state has placed
itself before the alternatives

of either extractina Ell,000 million

a year from the capital market, or oreatina P11,000 million of
'con'etti money'

(an exnression 7hich I aratefully and respectfull

adopt), or a combination of the two.

There is no joy for anyone,

for any class or, I dare say, for any shade of political opinion,in
such an environ=nt

We ou7ht the'refore to be united in making, the

necessary transition - it only is a trf,,nsitionor adjustment which
is needed -to a state which besides what it raises in taxation
spends upon the public services only se much beyond, that as car be
borrowed from the public without dominatina and destroying the
monr=y supply without altercapital market or can be adi.ad tc th,:J
ing the balance bet7:e n money on the one hand and production
the other.

on
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The Greek historian and traveller Herodotus relates having
heard of a tribe in Africa which used to make war upon the wind.
When it arose, they sallied forth to attack it with spears and
bows and arrows and curses.

I sometimes wonder whether that tribe

may not rather have been situated in these islands when I watch my
fellow-countrymen doing desperate battle against fo's not merely
impalpable but non-existent and all the while ignoring or acquiescing in the most evident real dangers.

411)

Here is a recent headline - it might be from any newspaper:-

"Big Capital Outflow swells U.K. Deficit".

In case one might be

inclined to blame the sub-editor, the article itself begins:
"Britain had its largestever deficit on foreign trade and capital
transactions in the last three months".

I don't suppose there were

many readers who flung the paper down in fury and sprang up
exclaiming: "What sort of people do they think we are, to feed
us with such arrant and self-evident rubbish?" That is the only
appropriate reaction; yet daily, monthly, yearly the British
public are taught to watch what theycall "the balance of payments
deficit" with the same anxiety and despondency as they might receive
the news of a series of military defeats.
There is, and there can be, no such thing as a balance of
•

payments deficit.

There can bG a deficit on current account; but

that will always and automatically be accompanied by a surplus on
capital account.

There can be a deficit on capital account; but

that will always and automatically be accomoanied by a surplus in
current account.

The miscreant who wrote of a deficit on trade A

capital transactions was talking through not one but two hats, and
ought to have been horsewhipped off the premises; for one can no
more have a trading and a capital deficit at the same time than
water can both boil and freeze at the same time.
A balance of payments deficit therefore is nothing to worry
aht

l'Y'4:'aT,TLI it

oarrot.Oyiet.

Whflthf]r

one,: ottht

to worry about

•

2 having a trading deficit and an equal capital surplus - which is
Britain's present position - depends upon how the capital surplus
comes about. If it consisted of foreign capital being invested in
British industry, the appropriate reaction would be to ring the
bells of St Paul's for an hour and a half daily and get the
Archbishop of Canterbury (who takes a keen interest in economics)
to lead us in prayer for twice as big a trading deficit (and
therefore,of course, twice as big a capital surplus). If the
capital surplus consisted of foreign money being lent to our
government, however, we would want to know what the government was
g it on the
spending it on. For instance, if they were_spendin
_—
..
nationalised industries, our response would depend on our view o
nationalised industry. On the ether hand, if they were using it
for consumption expenditure, we ought to form up and tell them to
desist instantly from such notoriously spendthrift and disastrous
behaviour. In any case, these are matters of internal policy and
wholly under our internal political control. If we ail, we ail
because of foolish decisions taken here at home, and the size of
our capital surplus (and therefore of cur current deficit) is a
mere secondary and mathematical consequence.
At the present time, however, none of these three possible
causes of a capital surplus is the one which bulks largest or ought
to be our principal ground of anxiety. The principal cause is that
rhfIrrnments_ersist

0

in lenidingour government their own

currencies in order that our government may sell them back and
thus keep the exchange rate ef sterling higher than it would otherwise have been and the exchange rates of their currencies correspondingly lower than they would otherwise have been.
balmy.

It is balmy.

That sounds

It is as balmy as it sounds. At this point

the great balance-of-payments nonsense has brought us face-to-face
with the great value-of-the-pound-sterlingnonsense.
The state of terrified suspense in which the newspapers keep
the -Britishpublic over the balance of payments is as nothing compared with the sheer panic into which they plunge them by announcements about the exchange rate of the pound sterlingt the very

3

vocabulary of catastrophe has long be n exhausted in communicating
the percentage variations of the exchange rate of the pound against
the dollar. At any moment one expects to see the inhabitants of
these islands rush out of doors like the inhabitants of Herculaneum
and Pompeii, to seek safety before the advance of an imminent
cataclysm.
It is all nonsensa,pure nonsense, just as much nonsense as
the imaginary "balance of payments deficit."

The irony is that the

people who are lending us money are as much afraid of the exchange
rate of their currency going up as we are afraid of that of ours
going down.

They think they are ruined if the mark rises; we

think we are ruined if the pound falls. Both cannot be true;
in fact neither is true.
410

and

All that matters in real life is the

terms of trade, that is to say, how much we can get in exchange for
a given quantity of our goods and services. A rough and ready way
of measuring this is to compare the prices of what we export with
the prices of what we import. iTowin fact this ratio has been
remarkably stable, taking one period with another, through all the
alarms and excursions of recent months and years.

The terns of

trade which since the war moved first in our favour and then against
us have more recently not changed importantly in either direction.
In real terms we are able to buy roughly as much from the outside
world with the goods and services we have to offer: we are neither
nccourt
worse nor better off on tln,T;+

--

The behaviour of the pound is th:Jreforeoverwhelmingly a
reflection of what we have done to its internal purchasing power in
this country and what others anticipate we may be going to do with
it in future;

but that reflection its-lf does us no harm.

Tf the

internal purchasing power of the pound is halved, then, against a
currency whose internal purchasing po,er is unch nged, th, exchange
rate of the pound will fall by 50y1 but neither orenorothersare
bett r or worse off in cons quence.
twice as many pounds;

, by definitlon, have got

they, by definition, expect twice as
,r_nd

many pounds for a given number of their currency units.
all.

That is

4
The evils of inflation are real, but they have nothing to do
With the exchange rate.

They are internal. They are the evils

which we inflict upon ourselves socially as well as economically
when, first of all, the government steals resources from the public
by creating more money to meet its expenditure, and then the
expectations and relationships of every class and function in
society are upset as the elood of new money seeps its way gradually,
unevenly and unjustly into final prices and individual incomes.
The fault, dear Brutus, is in ourselvs, not in thG stars or
the exchange rates.

It can only do us harm to be looking upwards

and outwards in apprehension and incomprehension, when all the
while we ought to be looking within.
410
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Institution of Plant Engineers, Cutlers' Hall,
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I was fascinated by a sentence in a recent study by a
national newspaper of the causes of the destructive strikes and
labour troubles in the motorcar and other industries. "The sel-ies
of pay policies", it said, "have interfered with both the management's ability to manage and the unions' ability to improve
conditions for their members".

The more I reflected on those words,
' the more bitterly true they appeared to me to be, and the more rue.

ful were the reflections which they prompted.
No pert of managemeit,is more important than to find the
right labour force for its purpose and to secure IA" and keep it by
offering what is necessary in a free and open market.

To balance

the cost and quality of labour against the other factors of production and the anticipated demand for the output is what managemEnt,
in the last analysis, is:about.

I have as little patience with

managements wh, complain about the workers and the unions than I
would have with a Eeneral who complained about his soldiers. If
manaements cannot make a profit at the rate they have to pay to
L-etsuitable and contented workers, let them either,40—aNwime-thIng
else a.E.
make room for others who know how.
'Oh but
like to do;

cries a chorus of voices, 'that is what we would

but as you know

,

we are prevented by the pay policy.'

I wish I thought that even the first half of that reply was
generally true. In fact, the tradition of tryino:to get labour,
_
cheap in money terms - which unfortunately often means dear in
real terms - is still all too prevalent in British industry.
However it is the second part, the assertion that the pay policy
limits what managements are allowed to pay,which is totally and
completely untrue. In this country/every employer is free to
increase his employees' pay as much as he pleases. If a firm
believes that an

improved

structure will benefit their

operations and improve the effectiveness and contentment of their

2 -

that improved
labour force, nothing prevents them from introducin::7
structure tomorrow. There are no pay limits; there is no pay
code; not one line of the law of England inhibits or controls pay.
All that exists is a conspiracy into which the government has
entered with those who claim to represent something called industry
and those who claim to represent trade unionists,that they will cooperate to hold down as far as possible all remuneration
set of

rules which they have hatched out amongst themselves.

The outlines of that scheme are, indeed - in case anyone thinks I
had forgotten it - annexed to an Act of Parliament,like the Book
of Common Prayer
the

annexed to the Act of Uniformity. But what

Act says is not that the rules must be observed, but that an

with his employs
employer who observes them can break-h-i-contracts
ees - which is a very different thing. The cruel irony, an irony
been entered
to make the angels weep, is that this conspiracy has ..„
- .
into by the representatives (so-called) of management toltnnterfere-:
by the representatives
with management's ability_to manage" and
_
the unions' ability
(so-called) of the unions-4e "interfereth
to improve conditions for their members".
Until a year or two ago I should have been interrupted before
I got to this point by a storm of interjections asking how then, if
pay increases were'Act limited, compulsorily or voluntarily,
inflation was to be prevented from continuing and increasing.
should have had4to break off to read-a-TectURT-Tistressing y
Alp

repetitive for myself but apparently outlandishly novel for others,
explaining patiently that Vi,*increase in pay and pricesis not the
and that you can as well attempt
cause:but the result of-tTifla-t-i.o.:a
and prices as attempt
wages
g
controllin
by
inflation
to cure
thermometer or putting it
clinical
the
smashing
by
fever
a
cure
to
in the refrigerator. I should have had to go on to prove that the
cause of the inflation was the action of governments in constantly
adding to the supply of money-to finance their own exorbitant
expenditures.

T

should finally have addressed myself to oersuading

you that,if inflation was reduced by controlling expenditure and
unemployment would
thus the increase in money suoply,the 4:44•1,1s,e-curit
be due to the fall in inflation itself ar,d.couldnot be avoided by

- 3 burning joss-sticks or reciting incantations or even ty having a
prices-and-incomes policy.
As I say, all this_would have been obligatory up to a year
have been greeted by you with the same amused
scepticism as used to greet it in days of yore. But all that is
or so ago, and mht

changed, most wondrously and strangely changed. Government and
former Government vie vith one another, on public platforms and in
Parliament, to proclaim excessive public expenditure and unduly
increased money supply c43the,causes of inflation, and to belabour
one another for having criminally neglected those
past.

causes in the

In fact, "money supply",from being an expression pronounced

only in tones of ridicule,has become the in-phrase, with which &yell
lifledgling economic journalist or commentator is careful to
interlard his compositions.
Why then so sorrowful? Whence those rueful rdlections with
which, as aforesaid, I contemplate the industrial scene? Because,
while having embraced the truth and recanted their former errors an
fallacies, the politicians continue to lumber along still loaded
with all the pernicious conseouences of those errors and fallacies,
like converts to Christianity who nevertheless persist in offering
human sacrifices to pagan deities and slashing their bodies before
the reeking altars, "-Theycontinue both to talk and to practice the
policies of arbitrary pay and price control,which derive from the
exploded theory that inflation is caused when everybody decides to

410raise their wages and prices and somehow, magically, succeeds in
doing so simultaneously. Thus we hive the Government, while cutting
public expenditure and operating upon the money supply, protesting
Pll the time that they are bringing reduced inflation about by th=_:
celebrated social contract, whereby the

agrees to conspire

,Jith the C.B.I. in accepting and enforcing a price and pay code
which, on the Government's own showing, can have no more to do
with inflation than mumbo-jumbo. "Tordare Her .iajosty'sOpposition,
though free from the trammels of office, roloase themselves from
suprstition.
the coils of their own p,f,st

So while denouncing the

size of the Government's "public service borrowing recuirement"

o

4
because it threatens to fuel infl-tion by increasing money supply,
they refrain from calling for an end to a pay policy whichwinterferes with manaement's ability to mr.nageand thus with the
efficiency and success of 3ritish industry.
It is many years now since I first described prices and
incomes policy as "nonsense, silly nonsense and, what is more and
worse, dan erous nonsen;

but never have its dangers in terms of

damage to production and industrial relations been so serious, and
never has its nonsensicality been proved so plaihly out of the
mouths of those who practise it.

NOT FOR PUBLICATION
BEFORE TINE OF DELIVERY
Speech by the Rt. Hon. J. Enoch Powell, EP, to the
Surrey Branch of the IfondayClub at the Arnhem Gallery,
Fairfield Halls, Croydon
8 pm, Honday, 4th October 1976

It is eighteen months since I last addressed this Group here
in Croydon. In those eighteen months a change which it is impossible to mistake, though eaually impossible to measure at all
precisely, has come over the whole mood and context of one of the
two great political questions of our time.

The question to which

I refer is the present and future composition of the population
of Britain, and the consequences of that composition for the
future life and peace of our nation.
Quite suddenly and markedly in these eighteen months public
insight into the nature and gravity of that question has broadened
and deepened, to the point where it is virtually only in
Parliament and the Press that ignorance or blindness any longer
exist or are feigned.
I look back, not without some sardonic bitterness, over years
spent in persistent statistical demonstration of the magnitude of
the change which was taking place, and bound to take place, in the
population of great tracts of urban and industrial England.

The

ridiculous outcry of a small and unrepresentative minority against
what they called "playing tho numbers game" - an outcry which
would never have been raised c-ainst the attempt to quantify any
•

other social problem - was not the most alarming reaction. ftiat
general
was terrifying was the/indifference or incomprehension which used
eet the proof that Inner London and other rglisn cities
to '2were on the way to be one-third coloured, or that four million
was a lower-limit estimate of the size of the New Commonwealth
population of England by the end of the century, or that the indigenous population was being re-olacedby an African or Asian
populetion at the rate of at least 100 000 a year.
Except to those with personal and visthelexperience, there
s,eemed
little to choose in incomprehensibility between these facts
an

the number of light yoars from here to the outer edge of the

2
Milky Way.

To most people the foreseeable future for Birmingham

and Bradford, Leicester and London, seemed not so much a nihtmare
or a fairytale as something totally beyond their power to apprehend or visualize or consecuently to confront in the way that
any other comparable revolution would be confronted. Suddenly
this has been changing. Under the impact of the events of recent
months, millions of the ceoble of the country have at last caught
a glimpse, and more than a glimpse, of the reality which those
numerical statements represented. In a phrase from an old speech
of mine, the areas, the rapidly growing urban areas, which belong
to England "only in the sense of geograbhical location" have swum
into the ken and comprehension of the British public at large.
Sir Robert lark had a word for it when he spoke of "no go areas";
and the newspaper readers, the listeners and the televisionviewers knew - now, in 1976 - what it was that he was talking
about.
When a nation suddenly wakes up to find that what it had
taken for fiction is truth and for phantom is reality, there are
two opposite and equally dangerous ways in which it can react to
its sensation of near panic.

Both are essentially escapist; and

both are alarmingly prevalent here and now.
in despair;

One is to take refue

the other is to take refuge in magic, in other words

in some simple but irrelevant resbonse. You would have guessed
without--being told tha-t-¶two-U1- oe the

a ter wnicn wou

e

irresistibly attractive to those in the business of politics;
and sure enough the political world is a-buzz with ito
All round, people are calling for "a stop to immigration";
and parties and politicians are pledging themselves to formulae
which they hope will be mistaken for the equivalent of th't.
Whethor they all fully realise it or not, the whole thing is an

-

irrelevance and a deception.
Twenty years ago, when the Government shelved for the second
time a moasure to distinguish betw en British subjects-belonging
and not belongilv:to the United Kingdom, "stopping immigration"
still had a practical meanin,, and would in fact have,averted all

- 3 that has followed and is to come. But as long as ten years ago,
"stopping immigration° had already become largely meaningless as
a policy prescription. Today those who discuss the problem in
those terms r-veal either that they do not understand it or that
they do not wish others to understand it.

Let me explain why.

VTitheach year that has passed, the foreseeable future of our
urban areas has d-pended less and less upon the net annual addition
from outside and more and more upon the consequences of the size,
distribution and a,7e-structureof the already resident coloured
Population. Those who, like Lord Brooke of Hampstead, were talking in the middle sixties about cities one-third coloured were not
^

doing so because they assumed or even dreamt that in the early
70's the nett annual intake would be nearer 100,000 a year than
50,000.

The prospect rested ali-,adyupon what existed then.

Yet even this is not the principal reason for what I have
called the irrelevance of "stopping immigration". The principal
reason is that, once given a massive alien population accepted as
permanently resident, especially if that population is predominantly Asian, immigration has become a consequence and not a cause in
its own right.

If a person is accepted as permanently resident,

it is impracticable to refuse admission to his wife and children
or, within a reasonable interpretation, to his closely related and
genuine dependants. What is more, it is impossible to deny him
to marry whom he will, here or overseas and to introduce
the rir,,ht
that spouse into this country to reside with him.

Where a residat

rooted propensity, even from genratior
population has a stron:--ly
to generation, to marry among its own kind - and "kind" in this
context can be v-ry narrowly defined indeed - it follows that theye
can in real life be no limit upon future immigration; and the
larwserand therefore the more self-conscious and closely-knit is
that resident population, the more certain and the more extensive
will that unlimited future immigration b-.

A resident Asian and

African population rising from two to three to four millions in
the course of the next two (ecades also means continuing Asian
and African immigration to which no limit can be placed and which
must in turn accelerate the zrowth

of

the total.
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Those therefore who talk about "finality" or "stopping immig
tion", while at the same time accepting the permanence of the
existinE,,
Asiatic and African population ("Th y're here and they're
not Efoingto g,c,
away") are talking contradiction and deceiving
themselves and others.

The search under these conditions for a

finite and terminable number of potential future immigrants is
the pursuit of a will-o'-the-wisp. Nor in practice is the deduction as limited as the form suggests in which I have just stated
it.

':fithout
entering into the niceties of legality and illegal-

ity, the recognised presence of an ali-n and particularly an
Asian population exerts an irresistible gravitational pull which
nothing can counteract. One way or another the mass attracts to
itself the means of its increase: the invasion and penetration
of the host hody continues by its own momentum, and no barriers
or obstacles will be effective.
The question upon which the future of this country hangs is
not, as so many fondly suppose, whether immigration is to be
"stopped" or not.

It is whether we shall or can continue to

accept a resident African and Asiatianpopulation of the present
or prospective size as a fait accom li, as a permanent and irreversible fact.

In posing this question, we turn from confront-

ing the escapism of levity to confront the escapism of despair;
for instantly comes the reaction from high and low, from every
point of the compass

"What's done cannot be undone; we must

accept and suffer the consequences of this fact, whatever they
are going to be
What are those consequences? For my own part, I have been
tellinE my fellow countrymen for years what they are.

The tag

from Vergil's Aeneid about the River Tiber has long passed into a
byword, but in words devoid of metaphor I have stated my conviction that physical and violent conflict must sooner or later
supervene where an indigenous population sees no end to the
pro2.ressiveoccupation of its heartland by aliens with whom they
do not identify themselv s and who do not identify themselves with
thorn. Thrltpreopect is not cr ated, but it is brouht nearer, by
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the resolute preoccupation of virtually all political action and
speech with the welfare and approval of the newcomers and the
apparently equally resolutG indifference of those in positions of
responsibility to the welfare and objections of the existing in—
habitants.

It is necessary to be remotely out of touch with peop:b

at large9 in order to remain ignorant of the pressure of their
pent—up fear and resentment which is constantly on the increase,
or to fail to recognise the classic symptoms of a public goaded
beyond endurance by finding that what their own eyes and common
sense tell them is persistently either denied or stood upon its
head by those to whom they look to represent and protect them.
Like all predictions, the prediction I have just repeated
cannot be proved except by thG event, when it comes; and where a
prospect is so appalling as this one, the temptation is natural
and powerful to find reasons, however improbable, for discounting
it and to accuse those who demand that it shall be faced af being
motivated by malevolence. mo this accusation there is a simple
and complete rebuttal. Whether ono individual or one other cheases
personally to believe that the outcome would_in fact be as I have
described, what nobody can truthfully orseriously pretend is that,
on the basis of human history and contemporary experience, such
an outcome is improbable. If then so appalling a catastrophe is
admittedly within the bounds not merely of possibility but of
probability, how could it be thc duty of those who believe they
_
perceive it to keep silence or deliberately to conceal the extent
of their foreboding? In what other context would it be treated
mark of moral obliquity to identify the existence of a
d nger much less dire than this?
'Whatis certain is that vrhateverthe consequences may be
they cannot be bow7ht off by public expenditure and environmental
or economic contrivances. The idea that this is possible is an
-xtension of the cruel nd hoary fallacy that crime and violence
are caused by what is nowadays fashionably called "deprivation",
and that they can therefore be reduced or prevented by raising
the standards of housing,

education, of amusement and of

- 6
affluence generally. All experience uniformly proves that there
is no correlation, inverse or direct, between standard of living
and social violence. The causes of social viol-nce are simply
not economic; they b long to quite other aspects and impulses cf
human behaviour. If this is true of delinquency in homogeneous
societies, it applies doubly to the consequences of such a process
as that to which the urban areas of England have been, and will
progressively be, subjected. Housing, education, standard of
living are simply irrelevant to those consequences. Yet whenever
their first intimations become too visible to be concealed, the
air is filled with noisc about urban dcprivation, as if poverty
and congestion had suddenly become the reasons why the police are
attacked, why property is looted and destroyed, and why areas of
towns and cities cease to be safely habitable. The fallacy is the
more dangerous, because it is one that feeds upon itself; the
more it is disproved by experience, the more it is claimed that
the remedy failed only because not enough was done, so that a
sort of escalating blackmail is established with ever stronger
vested interests in its continuance.
The catastrophe of widespread violence, entrenched in a
divided community, can be averted only in the way that other
apprehended catastrophes can be averted - namely, by removing its
root cause.

That root cause is the existing magnitude of the

Asian and African population and the certainty ofti.continuing future increase in that population, proportional1,17to
the
rest, which is inherent in its present magnitude and composition.
It follows that there is no escape except by way of such a reduction of that existing population as will be sufficient at least
to remove the prospect of future growth - in other words to limit
to its present dimensions the "alien wdge" (I use a famous juLcial
phrase) in the cities and urban areas of England.
3etween 1965 and 1970 "assistance to all who wish to return
home" was part of the official policy of the Conservative Party
in Opposition. But though much emphasis was laid upon it before
the General Election of 1970, no attempt was made to implement it.
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On the contrary, measures were taken actively to discourage even
those below the supple=ntary benefit level from persisting in
applying for repatriation. Since then it has become conventional
practice thoughtlessly to r peat, as if it were self-evident,
that r patriation is impracticable. Repatriation, and repatriat
ont1Dmajor scale which is necessary, is not impracticable. The
only rational alternative to disaster can never be dismissed as
impracticable. It can never be right to pronounce upon a whole
society - every section of it edually - a sentence of doom to be
supinely awaited.
The Asian and West Indian immigrants into this country and
their children born here are in the overwhelming majority citizens
of their countries of origin, acknowledging and professing themselves to be so and recopmised and represented as such by the
diplomatic and consular representatives of their respective
nations.

The public reco-nition by authority that it is in the

supreme interest of all that the current immigration and its consequences should be d-cisively reversed would produce results of
which no conception can be formed as long as all conspire to treat
the proposition as unreal and unmentionable. If reptriation is
public policy, then the natural claim of any family to be united
can be met by assistance for those in Britain to rejoin their
families in their countries of origin:

the present obligation to

admit dependants is replaced by an obligation to facilitate the
•

reunification of families in their cun country. If repatriation
is public policy, the obli ,tion to provide maintenance from
public funds to those unemployed or disabled or destitute in
Britain is replaced by an obligation to provide for their resettlement in thuir homelands.

If r patriation is public policy,

there is no reason why tax relief should be given for dependants,
real or fictitious,who are uverseas. At present every pressure,
every inducement, every assu ption is directed towards the
Permanence of row Commonwealth immieration. The situetion would
be transformed if the uncering
reversod.

n public policy were
presumr,,tioof

•
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Public policy means public outlay, and public outlay on a
large and even lavish scale;

but in relation to the gravity of

the alternative, any imaginable expenditure of resources would be
a cheap option. Even so, the magnitudes involved are far from
astronomic: one million at Zl,000 per head - I have scaled up my
1969 hypothesis of .';',2,000
per family - represents over five years
no more thaa L200 million a year;

and you could double that

figure without producing more than a ripple on the surface of
recent budgets. Not only in financial terms but in the much more
significant terms of human skills, experience and qualifications
the outlay would represent "development aid" of a size and effecttreness which current expenditures on aid could not match;

and in

both human and material terms the future savings would be incalculable. They take upon themselves a fearful responsibility
who scoff at policies of repatriation and insist that the people
of this country - all of them - must accept the inevitability of
the prospect which the inadvertence or timidity of a few ye rs
have created.
Those who catch faint glimpses, in Eirmingham or Notting Hill,
of what others have dreaded for years, those who find themselves
strangers and aliens in onc

familiar area after another of an

English town or city, those who hear from otherst lips with
diminishing incredulity the circumstances in which less fortunate
fellow-citizens live, should repeat to themselves over and over
again one single sentence, sad, simple and true:
nothing yet".

"You heve seen

Then let them give to those who presume to represent

and govern them no peace and no respite until they have led the
nation from under the shadow of the disaster which overhangs it.

NOT FOR PUBLICATION
BEFORE TIME OF DELIVERY
Speech by the Rt. Hon. J. Enoch Powell, MP, to the
Kirkby and District Round Table Annual Dinner,
Kirkby Civic Suite, Kirkby, Lanes
7.30 pm, Saturday, 2nd October, 1976

There is something distressingly pathetic about the fa=
which current preoccupation with unemployment is taking.

I do not

mean - I hope this need not be aaid - that unemployment ought not
to claim our anxious attention. The human and economic loss which
o
the unemployment figure a million and a half connotes is not to be
explained away or ridiculed away by pointing to the statistical
imperfections of our unemployment count or to the diversity of
phenomena which the total figure includes and confuses. Those
-

imperfections,ware

real and important, do not affect the

significance of the relative changes in that total between one date
and another. The virtual

trebling of the total itself is not a

statistical fallacy or illusion: it is a reality.
No, what is pathetic and potentially dangerous is the astontiament with which this rise in unemployment has been greeted and the
innocent bewilderment with which government and parties have
addressed themselves to it.

I am tempted to use -ti.m[analogy

community which has been warned of a forthcoming eclipse and 13-&4ii,
7 /42/.

'46114A
the correct astronomical explanatibn istrt
when the eclipse
actually occurs goes panic-stricken and turns to sorcerers for
spells and human sacrifices to drive away the imaginary demon in
the sky.
The rise of unemployment was both predicted and explained.
The overwhelmingly most important single cause of it - I would even,
for practical burposes, dare to assert, the exclusive cause of it
-

is the fall in the rate of inflation which has already taken

place in the last year to a year and a half and is probably still
continuing at present.

It waspredictable and predicted that when

the rate of inflation fell, there would be a rise in unemployment.
The only thing that could not be predicted was the level which
unemployment would reach, simply because it was not known how faet
the rate of inflation would fall and because there is no precise
calibration which, for c;.Y^mrle,
,-,12
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There is no mystery, either, about the reason why lower
rt-mt
higher unemployment. As long as
inflation means,'/4.1.-y,
inflation goes on rising, activities are constantly being undertakei
which will only pay off becausefinal pricesicontinue to outstrip4
input prices.

In other words, part of the pattern of employment
long as that lasts, all

is based upon a piece of illusionism.

is well.. But the rate of inflation cannot accelerate for ever;
off and turn

and when the moment comesforit to level

downward,

the reverse process is set in train. The pattern of employment, so
far as it depended on inflation continuing to accelerate, is broken
up, and labour is extruded from activities which can no longer be
sustained. Note, that the real underlying conditions of suoply ana
demand have not altered, any more than the real world has altered
when a person wakes up with a sick headache after the merry revels
of the night before or when an addict to hallucinatory drugs is
"dried out" and has to live through the withdrawal symptoms. It
is not that the demand for labour has fallen - as it might, for
or revolutionary
of natural catastrophe
instance, fall 2,6---a----r-s-s-3c7el-t
technological change - but that the application of labour haa been
distorted by the tricks which inflation plays and therefore there
has to be a shaking-out until a new pattern is established
correspond0 to the expectation of stable money, or at least of
more nearly stable money.
From this it follows that the accompaniment of a fall in the
rate of inflation by a temporary rise in unemployment is inevitable.
It is in the nature of things. It does not depend on the methods
by which the rate of inflation

reduced.

It would happen just

the same whether the fall was brought about by stabilising the
money supply,or enforcing a prices-and-incomes policy,or observin
a rational Day of Prayer.

It is caused by the fall itself.

I make these observations with some bitterness, because until
recently I was subjected to ridicule and denunciation for predicting that whenlinevit-bly,inflation fell,there would eaually
inevitably be a rise in uneeeployment.
wJi4
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was accused 110wanting
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Ask.

INF
desiring it).

I was accused of wishing to use unemployment to

reduce inflation (which is like putting the cart to pull the horse).
I was mockingly as4,64by leader-writers to announce how much
by stabilisunemployment would be caused if inflation were reduced
,
ing the money supply. Well; now it has happened, -Ithas &DA4a.4
i•

'

-

;

r v,Agypolicies and administration of-44.e...e-rrincat.undethe

,taccused others of being merchants of unemployment.
Liypurpose in rehearsing this is not to indulge fo2 its own
sake the forbidden enjoyment of saying, "I told you so". My
purpose is a highly practical one and looks to the future. My
purpose is, if possible, to warn against a mistaken and positively
damaging reaction to the predicted unemployment, now that it has

come about.
.411

Given the cause of the unemployment, it can be cured only by
the lapse of time when the rate of inflation has ceased to fall.
It cannot be cured by additional public expenditure. If -the-extra
expenditure is financlby further taxation or borrowing from the
public, it simply transfers demand from the private sector to the
. .
public sector, If the extra expenditure is financed without further
taxation or borrowing from the public„it simply increases the rate
of the calls:being raised far
of inflation again,. iilizt/tany
government measures to combat unemployment, are in fact no more
than thinly disguised demandsthat the rate of inflation be pushed
upwards again.

Those who counsel thtyperpetraq,

whether they

know it or not, the cruellest and most punishing deception upon
their fellow-citizens. For the only result of pushing inflation
the same agony/halgto be lived through
up again is to ensure thi7.t
all over again .put probably at fA,greater intensity; for
experience shows that successive bouts of inflation tend to rise
(
/
-altsthe subsequent and inevitable
higher and higher, w4414414-ii9that
reactions tend to be steeper and steeper.
In any case, the increase of public expenditure to promote
specific applications of labour only serves to delay the one
cure, namely the establishment of a patern
and pub]in, whin

4..„.

wIthcill±

true

of employment, private
hr,1.107.-7

drug.

4'
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So when people ask "What should the Government do about
unemployment?" I reply "Nothing except to pursue policies in -the
management of public exenditure which will not fuel inflation,
so that the fall in the rate of inflation continues until approxi—
mate stability is reached". Such a rciply,I well know, sounds
callous and inhuman. In fact it is the only humane answer, if the
politicians have but courage enough to stand by it; for it is
the only reply which corresponds with the true cause and nature of
the unemployment itself.

It is no service to a people to court

laoloularity
with them by purporting to cure an evil by means which
are at best irrelevant and at worst make the evil worse,

NOT FOR PUBLICATION
BEFORE TIME OP DELIVERY
Extract from speech by the Rt.Hon.J.Enoch Powell, MT
moving the toast of "The School" at the Biennial
Dinner of the Old Edwardians Association, King Edward's
School, Edgbaston, Birmingham
7.30 pm, 1st October 1976
Some blessings proverbially come in disguise - even in heavy
disguise. I believe that the proverb is relevant to the future of
independent education; for I venture the prediction t2at the
abolition of direct grant will prove to have been a great salvation
independent
eauation in England
and incentive, and that in years to come
will be stronger, more vigorous and more extensive as a result. It
would not be the first time that a political act has produced the
opposite consequence to that which its authors intended.
There is no such thing as true independence for those who
receive money that has been compulsorily taken from others - a
However that
harsh but accurate periphrasis for "public money.
money may be passed through air-locks and decontamination chambers,
it still emerges at the recipient's end impregnated with someone
else's will, opinions and values; and those will be the will,
opinion and values of the political faction - and, more prrilously
still, the political fashion - which is prevalent. The notorious
relationship between the piper's paymaster and the piper's tune is
one of the ineluctable truths about human nature.
.

Public money not only negates independence: it destroys the• moral basis of the claim to independence. The institution, like
the individual, which claims the right to exercise independent
judgment and independent action implicitly concedes the same right
to everyone else. There is no monopoly or patented privilege in
independence. In other words to claim • freedom for oneself is
to assert the eaual freedom of others. The institution, therefore,
which sets out to be independent is setting out to prove that it
can survive by the free choice and judgment of the members of
society. It acts upon the faith that what it offers will appear to
the unconstrained judgment of others to be worth the price that has
to be paid, and it accepts cheerfully and sincerely the arbitrament
of that ordeal.
No person and no institution can without self-contradiction,and moral destruction be heard saying: "What I have on offer is so
valuable that the state must force others to pay for it". Indebendent education justifies itself to the extent that voluntarily,
whether by way of benefaction or payment, people accept tht it is
worth its price to them. I am proud that the foundation of King
Edward's was confident that this justification would be forthcoming;
I believe that their confidence is soundly based, and I foresee th
their example will be contagious, as in earlier periods of great
educatictladvance in FInglandthe sbirit of emulation has spread
from town to town and city to city.

